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The Pacific region

Around 10 million
people and 25,000
islands scattered across
3 million square miles
of the Pacific Ocean, the
Pacific region is arguably
the most dependent on
sea transport in the
world.

Sea transport issues in the Pacific
• The unique characteristics of Pacific island shipping:
– long distances, thin routes, minute economies, low cargo volumes,
high freight rates, financing barriers, and high infrastructural costs

• There has been a long history of the region struggling to
find long-term, sustainable, and cost-viable solutions for
sea transport, even in periods of relatively low energy costs
– particularly true for domestic shipping
• Ships are often old, poorly maintained and inefficient
• Fossil fuel is often the largest single operating cost for
shipping operators. Long distances and small loads make
many routes unviable and uneconomical.

Fiji economic shipping routes

Fiji uneconomic shipping routes

…Sea transport issues in the Pacific
• The Pacific region is extremely dependent on imported
fossil fuel, which represents a major drain on
economies.
• The transport sector (land, air and marine) is the
largest user of fossil fuels, accounting for at least 70%
of all PICs use.
• Electricity generation, in comparison, uses around 20%
of fossil fuel. Most efforts to introduce low carbon
alternatives have focused on electricity generation
• The need to decarbonise Pacific island transport has
yet to be addressed.

What happened in the last oil crisis?

(Source: http://www.macrotrends.net)

Projects undertaken in the mid 1980s showed strong potential,
were achievable with relatively minimal financial investment,
and were only curtailed because of the global fall in oil prices
PROJECT
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Fiji soft sail
retrofit
(1984-1986)

Auxiliary rig retrofitted to two
government vessels of ~300t. Rigs
built and installed in-country

Fuel savings 23-30%, but also 30%
engine/prop wear reduction, greater
stability, incr passage times. IRR on best
route = 127%, average route = 33%

ADB,
Southampton
University,
McAllister Elliot

Southampton University collated
historical wind data for all Fiji
routes and produced fuel saving
ratios for all routes.

Lau Passenger
/ cargo
(1984-2006)

50 ton primary sail powered
trading vessel, designed and built
on Kabara by local builders (198487). First of 3 planned vessels to
service Lau and Lomaiviti Groups.

Tai Kabara became the main vessel
operating on the Sth Lau route until she
was scuttled in 2006. Used local materials
wherever possible.

European Union

Construction of the other two
ships was cancelled when the oil
crisis abated.

Ha’apai
Freighter

Needs assessment and design
analysis led to commissioning of
build plans for a 100 ton energy
efficient freighter

Needs assessment, transport census and
full build plans for a 100 ton energy
efficient freighter.

UNESCAP,
UNCTAD, UNDP,
ADB

Vessel never constructed due to
end of crisis. Similar needs
assumed today.

SCF/Jim
Brown

Save the Children Fund Tuvalu
employed catamaran designer
Brown to develop locally built
boats for Tuvalu/Kiribati

A range of designs and processes for
locally built/operated catamarans for
artisanal and commercial fishing and local
and inter-island transport. Training of
local shipwrights. Local materials favoured

SCF

This project closely associated
with the FAO/UNDP project. Local
build/materials used wherever
possible. Fuel savings of up to
60%.

FAO/UNDP
(1982-1989)

A multi-county fisheries
programme to develop RE
artisanal and small-scale
commercial vessels for local
community benefit.

A portfolio of 10 designs from single
dugouts to 11m trimarans. 350 vessels
built in 8 countries. Demonstrated need
for vessels to be affordable and locally
appropriate.

FAO
UNDP

Uptake ceased with end of
project and falling fuel prices.
Communities with ‘living
tradition’ of sail had greatest
uptake.

Artisanal Boat Project 1982-1989

Artisanal and
small scale
commercial
vessels

• Funded by FAO/UNDP
• 350 vessels built in eight PICs
• 10 designs from single dugouts to 11m
trimarans
• Main priority was producing safer
commercial fishing craft
• Where efficient sailing rigs were fitted to
new boats they were almost always carried
on boats in the outer islands where fish
prices were low
• Communities with ‘living tradition’ of sail
had greatest uptake
• Uptake ceased with end of project and
falling fuel prices.

Global case for low carbon shipping
•

International shipping is undergoing an unprecedented search for
efficiency of fuel use, driven primarily by:
– fluctuating but escalating fuel costs
– international agreements to reduce GHG emissions
– increasing awareness of the environmental and public health risks associated with
shipping

•

IMO’s 2014 GHG study forecasts shipping CO2 emissions to increase by
50% to 250% by 2050, which would then represent between 6% to 14% of
total global emissions, under ‘business as usual’ conditions.

•

Rapid advances in technology:
– ship designs (especially hull, waste heat recovery and propeller related technology)
– use of alternative fuels such as LNG and methane and renewable energies, including
wind power (kite sails, soft sails, fixed wing sails and rotors)
– photovoltaics
– biofuels

The University of the South Pacific is a regional
university servicing 12 Pacific Island countries.

Supporting PICs transition to low
carbon sea transport futures
•

Sustainable Sea Transport Research Programme (established in 2013)
•
•
•

•

Regional Research & Education Strategy (RRES)
•
•
•

•

Long term regional strategy
Prepare country plans for transition to low carbon
Provide strong country support - quality research & practical trials

Oceania Centre for Sustainable Transport (OCST)
•
•

•

train current and future PIC capacity
macro and micro economic analyses
carbon management policy for transport emissions

Portal for knowledge, research, networking, exchange
Multi-partner – IUCN, WWF, PIDF - from village to global

International research partnerships
•
•

with Centres of Excellence – UCL, Tyndall, MARIN, Emden, Columbia
Post graduate and expert exchange – build long term PIC capacity

•

In November 2012, on behalf of
a growing network, USP hosted
the Sustainable Sea Transport
Talanoa. This was the first major
conference in the region on this
subject since a similar event
hosted by the Asian
Development Bank in 1985.

•

In July 2014, USP hosted a
second Sustainable Sea Transport
Talanoa, with over 200 attendees
from all over the world.

•

The success of the SSTT 2012 and
2014 means that the first hurdle
of establishing a profile for this
critical area has now been
addressed.

•

A solid knowledge network has
been established with leading
centres of excellence
internationally.

Oceania Centre for Sustainable Transport
International Windship Association
Uto-Ni-Yalo Trust
WWF
OCST
USP
IUCN
PIDF

UCL Energy Institute
Manchester Tyndall Centre
Hochschule Emden-Leer
Columbia Climate Change Law Centre
Marshall Islands Government
Other USP member countries

Oceania Centre for Sustainable Transport website http://pace.usp.ac.fj/ocst

OCST-RRES

OCST-RRES Work Streams

Lessons learnt and way forward
•

Past trials have left a portfolio of analyses and vessel designs that demonstrated
that in times of high fuel cost, use of renewable energy technologies achieved
significant results for modest investment. There have since been enormous
advances in low carbon technologies for shipping.

•

Policy and financing have been identified in both Pacific and international studies
as the primary barriers to practical implementation. These issues are complex and
require a re-evaluation of previous approaches.

•

Low carbon shipping offers multiple economic, environmental, social, and cultural
benefits. It offers a future where fleets of smaller but sustainable new ships could
replace single, aged, large vessel operations currently used.

•

The field is emergent with increasing numbers of organisations and individuals
developing designs for small sail and solar freight carriers, with strong potential
application in local transport and tourism sectors.

•

Revitalising pride in the Pacific’s seafaring heritage as master voyagers, innovators
and naval designers is a key vector for encouraging uptake.

Uto ni Yalo
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o a return to the art of traditional voyaging, training and nurturing training
future generations of voyagers
o reviving and sustaining traditional canoe building, sailing, skills and customs.

MUA Voyage

Photo courtesy: www.muavoyage.com

Sailing to spread the message of stepping up global action on oceans and climate change

Thank you!

